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GR is on-shell finite to one loop (’t Hooft and Veltman)

The first nonvanishing counterterm appears at two loop 
order( Goroff and Sagnotti)



We are led to  consider the lagrangian

The definition of the Weyl tensor depends on the dimension

W^3 would have been a conformal theory in 6 
dimensions 

provided the six-dimensional definition were taken



weyl squared

This theory is conformal in four dimensions
The EM are the vanishing of the Bach tensor



Bach tensor

Cotton tensor

schouten’ tensor 



symmetric criticality

This remarkabls structure is shared by all  powers of weyl

(Weyl,palais)



weyl cube

The EM in tensor form







For example, B constant leads to

This includes (a)dS

Every solution of F=0 is also a solution of the full EM

Given any trial value for B, we get an ODE for A







Lots of exact solutions…

It so happens that Schwarzschild (S(a)dS) is 
NOT a solution on Weyl cube theories. 

This fact explains the tension that this 
dimension six operator induces in 

Schwarzschild. 



Frobenius

families characterized by the exponents 
(s,t)



The (2,2) solution

horizonless, singular solution

It has been proposed by Stelle & Holdom as a 
candidate for the endpoint of gravitational collapse



structural stability

axial/polar perturbations

The A and B functions are the consequence of the weyl cube 
perturbation



horizons are displaced

asymptotic behavior is changed



Stelle & Holdom discovered some evidence of the 
existence of a horizonless, singular solution in theories 

with higher dimensional operators. 

although we have no analytical grasp of the (2,2) 
solution we have some indications (based on Frobenius 

‘analysis) that it survives this deformation. 

This solution has been proposed as al alternative 
endpoint for gravitational collapse. 

Its importance cannot be overestimated.



at any rate, weyl cube perturbations 
profoundly alter the asymptotic behavior 

of SadS
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